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"Lend your ears to music, open your
eyes to painting, and... stop thinking!
Jus t a sk yourself whether the work
has enabled you to 'walk about' into a
hitherto unknown world. If the answer is
yes, what more do you want?"
Wassily Kandinsky
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The Bachelor Party, Louis Wain(Date Unknown)

ABSRACT

What is the feel like to be a successful artist?
Works being appreciated,being valuable,become famous all over the world?
But what is under? What is behind?
The audience seems never to know the story as well as the artworks.
8
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Take an example.
When you look at The Scream of Edward Munch, what do you see?
A melting image, a disgusting face, or the derived emoji, which is so popular on the SNS?
What's really behind the painting is Edward Munch's illness, and
decades of struggling under sickness, madness, and death.
Most times, when the audience enjoys painting, the imagination can lead to empathy
between the audience's emotions and the work, which somehow may help the audience
understand the work. Even if you know nothing about the background story, you can
still catch the spirit,whether it's dark or light, depressed, or brightful.
But how do you extend that feeling to an abstract artwork?
That will what I'm trying to explore in this thesis---Making the chosen works readable.
The Entombment of Christ , Caravaggio(1602-1603)
Witches in the Air, Francisco Goya

“Colour is the keyboard, the eyes are the harmonies,
the soul is the piano with many strings. The artist is
the hand that plays, touching one key or another, to
cause vibrations in the soul.”
<Concerning the spiritual in art>,
Wassily Kandinsky

Nowadays,the museums and exhibitions are not only places for the
upper class,but also for normal people-people like you and me.Art
appreciation becomes a common skill,except Abstract art---it has
always been a collection of beautiful mysteries.
10
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Why did the artist do that?What’s the meaning of this symbol?What’s
the story of all these combined elements?
S o m e h o w, i t i s th e b e s t w ay to u n d e r s t a n d a n a r t p i e c e by
understanding the artist first--In the other hand,those stories about
the artist,are always hidden behind,never show out like the exquisite
paintings.
But for an audience,will it be more helpful to experience the artist’s
view before he read the artist’s works?
The most indispensable thing to enter the world of art ,is imagination.

Synesthesia.

It needs imagination to read an art work,needs imagination;And to
create an artwork,it definitely needs more imagination.

Synesthesia is a condition in which one sense (for example, hearing) is

It has always been thought of as an abstract,spiritual thing.But what

simultaneously perceived as if by one or more additional senses such

happens when it becomes physical and objective?

as sight.

When you see the world,you hear the voice of what you see;When you

As a new confirmed phenomenon,There is no way to confirm whether

listen to the voice,you smell the flavor of what you hear.

it is the thing that affected those deceased artists.But something

Many atists have been conjectured that they have these symptoms.

drew my attention when I was doing research.It was a paragraph

Like Van Gogh and his perpetual world.They were diagnosed as mental

from <Concerning the spiritual of art>-which was written by Wassily

disease, mania,schizophrenia,depression…..They created immortal

Kandinsky,the pioneer of abstract art.

arts through these,and ruined life by these.

I n th i s a n d oth e r s p a rag ra p h s ,we k n ow th at h i s se n se s a re

But in early decades,another neurological condition has been found

connected,he can use painting to describe the music,what’s more,the

out,which may better describe their condition.

elements in his paintings always have their own meanings.
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In this Spotlight, we look at how synesthesia can
affect perception.
----Medical News Today
Although there’s no official documents that Kandinsky can be
diagnosed with Synesthesia,however,it’s may still be an effective way
to let the audience first immersively experience the symptom,then
with their own inspiration,the story behind the artwork may be clearer.
So there will mainly be 3 parts in my thesis:
The first part will be codes of Kandinsky’s works,what's more, also
introduce Paul Klee's abstract works---Kandinsky's friend and also
the color study professor in Bauhaus.Also they are both interested in
music and inspired by it.
The second part is about how to create an immersive experience of
Synesthesia.
Combined the 1st and 2nd parts,develop an exhibition about the
abstract painters and Synesthesia, aiming to express the hidden
dimensions in the works of Wassily Kandinsky and Paul Klee to the
audience.

13

WASSILY KANDINSKY

Wassily Kandinsky,1866-1944
Wassily Wassilyevich Kandinsky,16 December 1866 – 13 December 1944
was a Russian painter and art theorist.
Kandinsky is generally credited as the pioneer of abstract art.Born
in Moscow, Kandinsky spent his childhood in Odessa (today Ukraine),
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where he graduated at Grekov Odessa Art school. He enrolled at the
University of Moscow, studying law and economics. Successful in his
profession—he was offered a professorship (chair of Roman Law)
at the University of Dorpat (today Tartu, Estonia)—Kandinsky began
painting studies (life-drawing, sketching and anatomy) at the age of
30.
In 1896, Kandinsky settled in Munich, studying first at Anton Ažbe's
private school and then at the Academy of Fine Arts. He returned
to Moscow in 1914, after the outbreak of World War I. Following the
Russian Revolution, Kandinsky "became an insider in the cultural
administration of Anatoly Lunacharsky" and helped establish the
Museum of the Culture of Painting. However, by then "his spiritual
outlook... was foreign to the argumentative materialism of Soviet
society", and opportunities beckoned in Germany, to which he
Selfv Portrait of Wassily Kandinsky

02.Reasearch

returned in 1920. There he taught at the Bauhaus school of art and
architecture from 1922 until the Nazis closed it in 1933. He then moved
to France, where he lived for the rest of his life, becoming a French
citizen in 1939 and producing some of his most prominent art. He died
in Neuilly-sur-Seine in 1944.
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<Odessa Port> 1897

<Autumn Landscape withboats>1908

<Untitled first abstract watercolor> 1910

<IMPRESSION III CONERT > 1911

<Color study squares with concentric cirles> 1913

<violet wedge > 1919
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KANDINSKY'S TIMELINE
<Composition 224 on white > 1920
B y lis ting Kandinsk y 's works out,clearly shows the trend of
Kandinsky's works.The first drawing,<Odessa Poat> painted in 1897 still
was an realistic work,andthe <Composition> in 1944,which is the last
drawing of Kandinsky,was a completely abstract figurative work.

From all of Kandinsky's art works,I choose his most representive
se r ie s - - - - - -th e < C o m p o s i v tio n > se r ie s .Th e se r ie s i n c l u d e s 7

<blue segment>

1921

pieces,covered from Kandinsky's early age and later period.
This series completely show the trend,the change,and the final
achievementThis series completely show the attempt,the change,and
the final achievement of Kandinsky abstract paintings.With the name
of composition,the paintings are combinations of lots of elements,and

17

they are also pieces of music.Kandinsky may created these pieces
after listThis series completely show the trend,the change,and
the final achievementThis series completely show the attempt,the
change,and the final achievement of Kandinsky abstract paintings.

<Soft hand >

1927

<Composition IV>

1911

<Composition V>

<Composition VI>

1911

1913

"From the very outset,that one word "composition" sounded to
me like a prayer."
Wassily Kandinsky
<Composition VII>

1913

The first composition dates from

18

1910, the last one from 1939. Thus,
the Compositions are a common

THE <COMPOSITION> SERIES

thread running through all the
work of Kandinsky, from his first
steps on the way to abstraction to
the last "biomorphic" Paris period.

<Composition VIII>

1923

<Composition ix >

<Composition x >

1939

1936
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PAUL KLEE

Wassily Kandinsky,1879-1940
Paul Klee was born inSwitzerland.His father Hans Wilhelm Klee was
active as a music teacher at the Bern State Seminary in Hofwil near
Bern until 1931. Klee was able to develop his music skills as his parents
encouraged and inspired him throughout his life.In his early years,
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following his parents' wishes, Klee focused on becoming a musician;
but he decided on the visual arts during his teen years, partly out of
rebellion and partly because modern music lacked meaning for him.
As a musician, he played and felt emotionally bound to traditional
works of the eighteenth and nineteenth century, but as an artist he
craved the freedom to explore radical ideas and styles.
After receiving his Fine Arts degree, Klee traveled in Italy from
October 1901 to May 1902 . He exclaimed, "The Forum and the Vatican
have spoken to me. Humanism wants to suffocate me." He responded
to the colors of Italy, but sadly noted, "that a long struggle lies in store
for me in this field of color." For Klee, color represented the optimism
Self Portrait of Paul Klee

and nobility in art, and a hope for relief from the pessimistic nature he
expressed in his black-and-white grotesques and satires.He developed
some experimental drawing techniques in the next few years but still
dividing his time with music, playing the violin in an orchestra and
writing concert and theater reviews.

21

Once Emerged from the Gray of Night, 1918

Crystal-Gradation-1921 A ffected-Place-1922

KLEE 'S TIMELINE （BEFORE 1929）

The early works of Paul Klee focus on shapes and colors. Through
the change of lightness, the effect of natural light or indoor light
is simulated. The overlapping color blocks enrich the layers in
the painting.These can be attributed to the influence of his music
practising and early trips to Italy. The various instruments/voices
of the symphony, like the shapes and colors in the painting, are
independent and also echo each other, forming a harmony.

At this s tage, paul k lee' s creativit y enriched his technique s
and expressions. In the same period, he created several works
with completely different forms, novel color effects and image
impressions.
His experience started from conveyed the scenery in a grid, so that it
dissolves into colored harmony，then he abstracted the object itself，
finally, the graphics/colors/objects are harmoniously combined into a
movement.

Senecio-1922

Architecture-1923

the-goldfish-1925

Around-the-Fish-1926
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Fire-in-the-Evening-1929
After-The-Floods-1936

Fire-in-the-Evening-1929

Highway-and-Byways-1929

Before-the-Snow-1929

Brother-and-Sister-1930

Error-on-Green-1930

Ad-Parnassum-1932

KLEE24'S TIMELINE （AFTER 1929）

Mask-of-Fear-1932

25

24

25

The 1928-1929 trip to Egypt and the scleroderma symptoms that began in
1933 were two key points in Paul Klee's creative career, and also a turning
point that affected his artistic style.
From 1928-1933,the color saturation in his works decreases, and the
edges of the figure gradually become thin and clear.During his travel
through Egypt, Klee developed a sense of connection to the land, and
“In the desert, the sun's intense rays seemed to envelop all living things,
and at night, the movement of the stars felt even more palpable. In the
architecture of the ancient funerary moments Klee discovered a sense of
proportion and measure in which human beings appeared to establish a
convincing relationship with the immensity of the landscape; furthermore,
he was drawn to the esoteric numerology that governed the way in which
these monuments had been built.”，as art historian Olivier Berggruen
described.
The 1932 painting Ad Parnassum is one of his largest and highest
completion paintings -- mosaic-like work in the style of pointillism. He
combined different techniques and compositional principles, overlapping
color layers,results in a pyramid under the strong sunshine.he rough grain
and slim color halo create a mysterious feeling belonging to Egypt。

1933 was another most important moment in Klee's life-the darkness
of life. He began to suffer from the symptoms of scleroderma and lost
his teaching job in Germany because of the Nazis.
The output of his works began to decrease, the style tended to be
simple, but more impactful and emotional. Thick black lines ,simplified
color blocks and symbolized graphics. The simplification of the
creation and the content of emotional catharsis made his productivity
peak after 1936. The painting began to convey complex ideas about
fate and politics, as Beethoven struck the strongest fate with four
notes.

SELECTED PAINTINGS

Composition IV

1911

<Composition VII>

1913

Composition VII

1913

WASSILY KANDINSKY

Composition VIII

1923

Crystal-Gradation-1921

Fire-in-the-Evening-1929

PAUL KLEE

Error-on-Green-1930

Flow and Force
The growing,hill-like curves are the main flow in this painting, bathed
in the golden light of the sunrise, surrounded by black upward sticks
as trees and telephone pole.
Hierarchy
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WASSILY KANDINSKY

•

Hills with black frame and colorful hatch.

•

Black liner sticks.

•

Rainbow color and shapes.

•

Rendering landscape background.

Association of Ideas
The painting gives a feeling of walking among the sunlight-filled
valleys in Springtime. The black frames provide clean edges, filling
with bright and clear colors. Each layer of the image blocks and
covers each other, but the colors penetrate each other, giving me a
look of layered colored acrylic boards.
The form of the first painting's installation will be transparent colored
acrylic "hills" lying on the ground, overlapping and interlocking;
With colorful lights as illumination,create a blurred and similar
atmosphere.

In the first two paintings of the Composition series,It is not difficult to
discover that at this stage, Kandinsky tended to outline the thick black
lines on the colorful rendering background as the center of attention
of the picture. The dynamics in the first two pictures are relatively
single, basically using a large range of upward figures as background,
and linear patterns flowing left and right.

<Composition IV>

1911

29

Flow and Force
This is still a fragmented painting. Countless fragments are stacked
irregularly in the picture. The momentum in the picture is very
indistinct, but it can be seen that the subject is diagonally distributed,
and all the things are emerging from the upper right corner.
Hierarchy

30

•

Coloful fragments with curve

•

Black/dark colors

Association of Ideas
This is still an emotional painting, but compared to the last one, the
elements are harder, with clear color contrasts and boundaries.，as
countless colored plastic fragments. These fragments are arranged
and combined into different patterns.

<Composition VII>

1913

31

Flow and Force
The most obvious tendency in this painting is the upward angle
formed by the intersection of two straight lines, surrounded by a
series of figures pointing in the same direction. Another directivity is
parallel lines composed of multiple straight lines, and a left-pointing
angle formed by the intersection of parallel lines.
Hierarchy
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•

Angels,straight lines

•

Checkerboard pattern

•

Circles and semicircles

•

Triangels and other graphics

Association of Ideas
Various types of wires will be the main elements in this installation.
The main structure in this painting is the angel,with materials in
different colors and transparency.The line frames build angels in
differnt scales,with a lot of geometric figures also in various colors
and transparency, displayed negatively and positively on the frame.
Compare to the hatch of the angel frames,checkerboard patterns
From this stage, Kandinsky's abstract painting style has experienced
a significant change, becoming more flat and digital. The background
color is generally single and immutable. Even if there are multiple
colors, there is a clear boundary between the colors, which makes
the background and the main elements in the picture a clear sense
of hierarchy. The main body in the paintings is composed of multiple
components, including straight lines, circles, and various shapes that
they make up. In this painting, these elements are just line-based
reconstructions.
<Composition VIII>

1923

are more flat and tile on the back/ground.
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Flow and Force
By mutual shifting, by box-structures and overlapping, diminutive
forms, increasing and diminishing, are arranged in a dynamic play of
relations to which the light/dark gradation gives the appearance of
spatial movement between background and foreground.
Hierarchy
34

PAUL KLEE

•

Overlapping transparent layers

•

Gradient of brown color

•

Figures and shapes

Association of Ideas
The forms stand out illuminated in stages on a dark ground, so
that the grey tones, moving from the black to the white polarity are
weighted with colour. The light red and turquoise green colour-effect
of Crystal Gradation reminds one of smoky quartz.
At the same time, it is reminiscent of the stacking of transparent
materials such as glass,acylic，also the refraction and reflection of
colored light in these materials.
“Reflections on Klee's creative activity during Bauhaus period must
first take into consideration mutual dependence, and the close
relationship in his theoretical ideas and his artistic activity, the
watercolours Crystal Gradations, painted in 1921 and 1923, were clearly
the result of his methodical experiment with the theory of colour,
Nevertheless, Klee's fundamental principle that the artist does not try
'to put the naked law into the actual but that the laws should only be
underneath so that flowers may grow from them' is manifestly led by
this work.”

Crystal-Gradation-1921
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Flow and Force
A red opaque rectangle stands out among bands of muted browns,
greens, violets, and blues, which dynamically interact to suggest built
structures or geographic formations
Hierarchy
•

Rectangles in different sizes

•

Blue and organge colors

•

Sunset

Association of Ideas
This is one of the Klee's stylish style of conveyed the scenery in a grid,
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so that it dissolves into colored harmony，then abstracted the object
itself. While the work is apparently abstract, the variation within the
simple formal palette of line and color constructs depth and space
and even evokes a fire aflame in a desert at day's end.The density
movement encounters an expansionist movement, and the tension is
released again.

“A Sense of Equilibrium, an element of artistic creation...When the
base widens, the horizontal widens with it at the expense of the
vertical. A very considerable relaxation occurs then, an epic moment
in relationship to the dramatic character of the vertical. Which
obviously does not exclude an evalu-ation of the thrusts from each
side of the axis. The vertical is always present! The weight of the
forces is only excluded at the moment the diagonal disappears and
the balance is immobilized, as, for example, in the case of the most
primitive rhythm of the structure in which only horizontals or verticals
are present.”

Fire-in-the-Evening-1929

37

Flow and Force
A mosaic-like work in the style of pointillism. He combined different
techniques and compositional principles, overlapping color
layers,results in a pyramid under the strong sunshine.he rough grain
and slim color halo create a mysterious feeling belonging to Egypt。
Hierarchy

38

•

The bright orange round shape

•

Lines and the forms

•

Dots

•

Grids

Association of Ideas
A further geometrical element appears within the 'divisionist'
structuring - a triangle which, with no definite outline, exists solely
by virtue of variations in the tonal gradations applied to the little
squares. As a result, the picture seems multi-layered, spatial and
suffused with light.

The 1932 painting Ad Parnassum is one of his largest and highest
completion paintings -- mosaic-like work in the style of pointillism.
He combined different techniques and compositional principles,
overlapping color layers,results in a pyramid under the strong
sunshine.he rough grain and slim color halo create a mysterious
feeling belonging to Egypt。

Error-on-Green-1930

The pointllism and transparent color layers make the painting more
like a piece of mosaic glass, with all kinds of thickness,reflecting
different colors under sunlight.
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SYNESTHESIA

Synesthesia is a condition in which one sense (for example, hearing) is
simultaneously perceived as if by one or more additional senses such
as sight. Another form of synesthesia joins objects such as letters,
shapes, numbers or people's names with a sensory perception such
as smell, color or flavor.
The earliest recorded case of synesthesia is attributed to the Oxford
University academic and philosopher John Locke, who, in 1690,
made a report about a blind man who said he experienced the color
scarlet when he heard the sound of a trumpet. However, there is
disagreement as to whether Locke described an actual instance of
synesthesia or was using a metaphor.The first medical account came
from German physician, Georg Tobias Ludwig Sachs in 1812.
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Synesthesia is a condition in which one sense (for example, hearing) is
simultaneously perceived as if by one or more additional senses such
as sight. Another form of synesthesia joins objects such as letters,
shapes, numbers or people's names with a sensory perception such
as smell, color or flavor.
The earliest recorded case of synesthesia is attributed to the Oxford
University academic and philosopher John Locke, who, in 1690,
made a report about a blind man who said he experienced the color
scarlet when he heard the sound of a trumpet. However, there is
disagreement as to whether Locke described an actual instance of
synesthesia or was using a metaphor.The first medical account came
from German physician, Georg Tobias Ludwig Sachs in 1812.
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THOUGHTS FOR DESIGN

After the background research, several points interested me that they
seem to be linked.
•

Kandinsky: From the information and descriptions of others,
many experts now infer that he has synesthesia, which is also
reflected in his sensitivity to music and color. In his paintings,

44
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music appears as a rhythm of graphics and colors. At the same
time, his work is also full of complex symbolic meaning, which is
difficult for people to read.
•

Paul Klee: Also strongly influenced by music, Klee has a lot of
experimental works, which summarizes almost all his works
before 1933-meshing figurative scenes and objects and extracting
colors. Early Klee was more like a rigorous experimenter, creating
exquisite and meticulous works. After 1933, the symptoms of
scleroderma began to destroy his physiology and psychology,
his works changed from rational to emotional, emotions and
personalities sprang out of his works.
In summary, after selecting and investigating content, artists and
works, I started a case study and analysis of spatial forms and
expressions.

•

Both are abstract painters, but one is more subjective and
the other is more objective (Paul Klee before 1933). So for the
audience, Paul Klee is more understandable than Kandinsky. In
addition to painting, both of them have interested in music and
are deeply influenced by opera/classical music. Therefore, they
are not limited to a visual sense in the picture, which can also be
used as a way to guide and extend synesthesia.

A DIFFERENT KIND OF TIME:
SEQUENCING SPATIAL TEMPORAL
SYNESTHESIA
Inspired by a synethete Lucy Engelman,and produced by painter
Da nie l M u lle n . It m ay look like a r y lic a lb u m s or se ction of a
rainbow,however, this is how Lucy sees years, decades and centuries
in her head, which gives her a biological version of time.
"For her, a century might look like a linear shift from green, to blue, to
white in the middle, to yellow. Or a 28-year span between years 1946
46

and ’74 will feature an orange to pink shift, with a sharp corner that 47
almost protrudes out of the painting right at your eye. Meanwhile,
Mullen is the one who puts paint to canvas."
This project directly shows what's a part of the world like in a
synethete's brain,which may give a viewpoint of people with
synethesia start to understand the symptom.

No.1 Abstract Title

No.2 Talking faces

No.3. Magic Trunk

LOUIS VUITTON – SERIES 2
No.4 Savoir-Faire

This is a exhibition by Louis Vuitton.The narrative design clearly
showed the history of the brand,and give the visitors the feel of dig
into the culture of the brand.
By using several rooms with different themes and corridors between
48

rooms,keep the boundaries of each areas.

49

No.5 Accessories Gallery

No.5 Infinite Show
No.7 Backstage

So look at these examples, they are called “immersive exhibition ”, but
when you get in, it feels like a bigger photographic studio.
Talk back to the immersion theater, we all know that the traditional
theater is actors play on the stage with audience sitting down, The
change of immersive is because by changing the performence area,
to create a tangible and perceptible environment to surround the
audience, so that the audience can feel a sense of loss in the created
world, and believe I am part of the story.
Although it may fell like a big change, but the main goal is still to help
50

the audience understand story, the content. But when you look at a
immersive exhibition, you may loss in the form, instead of understand
what the artist trying to say.
For many artists, they still think that digital/technology is a tool, just
like a brush or canvas.Immersive exhibitions are not purely technical
expression.

51

Instead of the traditional exhibitions, I'm trying to design a synethetic
exhibition.
A Synesthetic exhibition
•

By using multi-senses, help people to understand Abstract
paintings more precisely.

•

A way for people to know about Synesthesia.

•

An experiment on how to simulate the brain work.

CONCLUSION

52

It's not hard to find out that most immersive exhibitions only provide
an environment to let the audience passively receive information, the
process is like watching a movie, but because the amount of
information is small and the content and form are relatively abstract,
the audience's feelings are often fleeting. And what I want to convey
is that the symptom about synesthesia is a brain activity-a sensory
connection caused by a brain neuron that the patient experiences.
Therefore, in this design, I want the visitors to simulate this process
physiologically.
Here I borrowed the model of immersive theatre, and extended and
amplified some of the inherent physiological mechanisms of people
through spatial design to simulate this feeling.
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IMMERSIVE THEATRE

•

"Immersion Theatre is also a form of stage art. It values the
design of the performance space. It aims to create a tangible and
perceptible environment to surround the audience, so that the
audience can feel a sense of loss in the created world, and believe
I am part of the repertoire. In addition, Immersion Theatre focuses
on the individual experience of each audience. The audience has
great autonomy in the way they explore the story. Occasionally,
the audience can even influence and change the narrative style of
the story.”

54

•

It can be seen from this that although the relationship between
the theatre and the audience has changed,the changes are still
built to help understanding the play, it means that in immersion
theatre,the form changes only to better help audience involve in
the story.

•

So the thing I learn I learn from the form of immersive theatre
is the necessary time and space for the audience to calm down,
cleansing the mind for the deep immersion.
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AFTERIMAGE/MOTION
THOUGHTS FOR
AFTEREFFECT
DESIGN

Trying to enrich the ways for people to experience the world in
the paintings, to feel how synesthesia works, using these two
physiological mechanisms, and based on the selected paintings,I
created two immersive boxs -- one for each artists.
57
56

Inside the immersive box is the explaination of the artist's chosen
paintings -- illuminations,structures,sounds and all kinds of elements
to rebuild the art world.This will be a strong stimulus to the visitor's
senses, causing them to produce the two physiological states
explained above after leaving the immersive box.
In order to make visitors feel concentrated and undisturbed, and also
extend the time of feeling, blackrooms are added before and after the
An afterimage is an image that continues to appear in the eyes after a

immersive boxes. The black box in the front will give visitors time to

period of exposure to the original image.

cleasing their mind to deep immersive in the immersive box.The black
room after the immersive box is to let the audience deeply feel that

The motion aftereffect (MAE) is a visual illusion experienced after
viewing a moving visual stimulus for a time (tens of milliseconds to
minutes) with stationary eyes, and then fixating a stationary stimulus.

the images and sounds continued on the retina and eardrum in the
dark, which is aim to stimulate the state of the synaesthesia in which
sensory content such as sight and hearing appear in a vacuum.

•

The third part,also the most important part is the immersive
box,where the visitors will receive all kinds of informations by
their multipal senses.The content here aiming to make the static
abstact painting alive.With the spatial experience, the visitors may
have more understanding of those abstract paintings.

•

The final part is another blackroom,to let the audience deeply feel
that the images and sounds continued on the retina and eardrum
in the dark, which is aim to stimulate the state of the synaesthesia
in which sensory content such as sight and hearing appear in
a vacuum.They may have a new feeling about the world in the
artists' eyes.

Black room
Exhibition room
--See the original paintings.

--calm down

+

Cleasing the mind

+
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NARRATING SPACE

Combining the survey results and the concept of space, the narrative
of the exhibition is first determined. The two artists and their works
each have a series of identical spaces. As shown in the picture above,
the two series of spaces are independent and connected to each
other, which is convenient for people to experience and compare
freely.

Immersive Box

+

--Strong colorful moving lights,
music and sounds, stimulate all
senses.

Black room
--calm down
Cleasing the mind

•

The first space is the gallery which shows the original selected
painting to the visitors, all same to a traditional white cube gallery.
At this stage, everything is static, and visitors may or may not
understand the meaning of these abstract paintings.

•

Then the visitors will enter the first blackroom, in which they will
have short time to cleasing the mind and senses,not to bothered
by the information they receive before.

The Bauhaus Museum Dessau is a museum dedicated to the Bauhaus design movement located in Dessau, Germany. The muse- um's
collection of 49,000 is the second-largest collection of Bauhausrelated objects in the world.Opened in 2019,
The museum's building was designed by the Spanish archi- tecture
firm Addenda Archi- tects.Its lower atrium floor houses temporary
exhibitions, while the upper floor is devoted to the permanent
collection.
Consider the site, the Synethesia is a complicatied issue of senses,
and also works of Kandinsky and Klee are extremely abstract,as well
as I want to use an objective aspects, so at first I have two opposite
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thoughts about the site,
First is an irregular and dramatic art space, with immersive exhibition
spaces, which can strength the emotional and sensible feeling of
the visitors. The second will be a traditional museum space, which is
discurve, providing a space that is unaggected and clear, trying to
give an extremely calm and objective perspective to the visitors, and
also can make the visitors more focusing on the art pieces by making
a strong contrast with the abstract content.
After consideration and campasion, the final site I choose is the
Bauhaus Museum Dessau, a new museum built in 2019, which
is established as location for contemporary positions that also
connects the old Bauhaus buildings.
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The exhibition hall is on the 2nd floor of the museum, a rectangular
space, the length is 46 meters, width is 16 meters and the tallest part
is 5.5 meters,with two entrences on both sides.
It is an isolated close space, with no natural light, so it provides a dark
space which is needed in the concept.
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Introduction
In a narrative exhibition, the flow of people is one of the most

+

important thinking points. It affects people's visiting experience and
thinking direction to a great extent. In this project, the entire space
can be divided into three parts.
•
•

Introduction:
Media room, and the first storyroom.Here is the part that
introduce the basic information of the whole exhibition.

•
•
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"The artist's module":
There are two ar tist's modules in this project, one for
Kandinsky and one for Klee,each has a gallery, an immersive box
and black rooms.

•
•

"Afterwords"
Two parts- first part is for visitors to write or draw or create
something about their feelings after the journey,down below the

Artists' modules

+
Afterwords

words of Kandinsky and Klee.The second part is a bonus media
room about Synethesia.
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Introduction
Introduction
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Afterwords

CIRCULATION

The circulation in most exhibitions is a single-line narrative, which
can more easily guide visitors in order to achieve better results. In
this project, since the two artist modules are parallel, I would like to
provide the opportunity for visitors to compare back and forth in
each space of the two modules. Therefore, compared to the singlethreaded route, I prefer a more free, but it still maintains a controlled
way, an orderly freedom.

Afterwords

LOGIC IN PLAN
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After figure out the basic circulation logic, I started to deepen the
plan. The grid of the floor plan was originally derived from the artists'
paintings. According to the composition and geometric shape of the
picture, the appropriate space was optimized in the base. However,
after a few attempts, the sense of space that appeared was too
dramatic, which in turn weakened the shock of visitors entering the
immersive space. So in the end, I chose to simplify all the external
frames in the entire design, so that the emotions of the visitors can
be kept until they enter the immersive box.

GENERATION OF THE IMMERSIVE BOX
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Composition IV

Composition VII

1911

1913

WASSILY KANDINSKY
Association of Ideas
Kandinsky’s works are subjective, hard to figure out the pattern
behind the large amount of the fragmented elements.But it is clear
that most of his works concludes two parts:
•

Black thick lines

•

Colorful figures blending and stacking.

Composition VIII

1923

GENERATION OF THE IMMERSIVE BOX
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Crystal-Gradation-1921
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Fire-in-the-Evening-1929

PAUL KLEE
Association of Ideas
The works of Paul Klee are more logical，step by step, he deconstruct
the concrete object/scene into grid and mosaic.What’s interesting is,
you can still see the original figure when you take off the glasses or
squint your eyes.
Even though the contents in Paul Klee’s paintings are the regular
elements of plain narration, but layers can be differentiated through
the different lightness, purity and hue of the mosaic.

Ad Parnassum, 1932

GENERATION OF THE IMMERSIVE BOX
The most important part in the immersive box is to let the visitors
get involved in the creation and change of the space.Through
the interaction, the visitors can deeply immersed in the content.
Therefore, in this part,It is necessary to strengthen the stimulation of
the five senses of the visitors.
As mentioned above, there are a large number of color fragments as
the main elements in the works of the two artists. So talking about
the interactive elements in the immersive box, I choose blocks with
five basic colors, each have different meanings according to their
colors.Furthermore, they will have different touch, sound and smell.
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Light/plants/Flower

Material: Plastic,Acrylic,
smooth and reflective.

Fruits/Sun/Fall

Material: Leather, less
but stll reflective, with
texture.

Fire/Hot/Dangerous

Material: Cloth,cotton,
soft and warm.

Material: soft，cold， and
Sky/Ocean/Ice

clear,
silicone rubber.

Material: Porous and soft
Nature/Life/Calm

Sponge.

PLAN 1:150
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There are two main considerations in the circulation of people and
the distribution of functions:

The original exhibition hall is a purely dark space completely enclosed
by the wall, which completely meets the requirements of the
immersive box for the darkest environment,no bother from natural

•

Starting from the concept, first of all, I hope to maintain the
mystery of the immersive box in the view of the visitors before
they meet the space,so I put the immersive box at back and
deliberately control the form of the space before, by using the
simplest form to paralyze the sense of the visitors.

•

From the design intent, I want to allow visitors to freely walk
through the ar tist spaces, giving them time for thinking,
comparing and other activities. Therefore, a multi-line parallel
narrative is adopted on the circulation to make it more free.

light. Therefore, talking about the illumination, I only need to consider
the rigid requirements, which is the initial and final display space, and
the artist gallerys.
In order to allow visitors to enjoy the paintings quietly without being
disturbed, the artist gallery is presented in the form of a built-in white
cube.The individual space and illumination can adapt to all kinds of
requirments.
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UNFINISHED Axonometric
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MODEL - KANDINSKY
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MODEL - PAUL KLEE
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